ASSIGNMENT 3

DMC (Discrete Mathematics and Computing) is the class textbook.

Warm Up (do before recitation lab)

(1) DMC Problem 4.13(a) and (m)
(2) DMC Problem 4.12(d)
(3) DMC Problem 4.28(a)
(4) DMC Problem 5.5(b)
(5) DMC Problem 5.8(a)

Recitation Lab (TA will work these out in lab)

(1) DMC Problem 5.3(a), (b)
(2) DMC Problem 5.9(g)
(3) DMC Problem 5.8(b)
(4) DMC Problem 5.45
(5) DMC Exercise 6.7(a) and (b)

Hand in Problems

(1) [10] DMC Problem 5.4
(2) [10] DMC Problem 5.3(c)
(3) [20] DMC Problem 5.11(b)
(4) [20] DMC Problem 5.43
(5) [20] DMC Exercise 6.2
(6) [20] DMC Exercise 6.4